Introduction
During the second part of the twentieth century, many efforts have been done to model wear. Particularly, Archard proposes in 1953 [1] one of the first wear law, which is often written on the following form:
with dW/dt the mass of detached particles from the rubbing materials per unit time, P the applied pressure, V the sliding speed and K the "wear rate". Today, hundreds of wear laws can be found in the literature, using more than one hundred parameters [2] . A great part of them are derived from the Archard's law. Unfortunately, most are only valid in the range of experiments where they have been established. This surely means that the process of wear has not been really understood yet.
In the 70's, Godet proposes the concept of third body to identify the medium at the interface between two solids in contact [3] . For dry contacts, this third body is often composed of detached particles from the rubbing surfaces. It is able to shear, thus protecting the materials which do not have this possibility without serious degradations. Following this idea, Berthier [4] proposes to define wear as a competition between flows of third body ( Figure 1 ). At the interface between the two "first bodies" in contact is a mass of third body (M i ). The source flow (Q s ) of third body represents the detachment of particles, while the wear flow (Q w ) represents the ejection of particles. These two flows are not acting directly one on the other, but they both interact with the mass M i of third body, as shown in Figure 2 (where the arrows mean 'acts on'). Inspired by previous numerical investigations [5] , we propose here to study wear as an equilibrium between Q s , Q w and M i . With a simple analytical reasoning, a wear model is given, that includes the concept of third body. Its aim is not to give quantitative results for the prediction of a particular wear problem, but to set new bases from which a better comprehension of wear arise.
The particle detachment process (Q s
↔M i ) Let us consider a contact submitted to an imposed constant sliding velocity V. The shear imposed to the whole contact is applied in reality to both the first bodies and the third body. The sliding distance X tot can be seen as the addition of the sliding distance X FB , representing the rubbing of the first bodies that will degrade, and X TB representing the shearing of the third body. As the constant sliding speed can be expressed by the ratio of the sliding distance over a time dt, one can write:
From the Archard's law, the mass of detached particles per unit time from the rubbing material, without the protection effect of the third body, is proportional to the sliding speed between the two first bodies. Then, with a a constant:
From Heshmat experiments [6] , the third body shear rate has a limited value. If this maximum value is reached through the third body layer, the thickness of third body and the sliding speed accommodated by the third body layer are 12-16, 2005, Washington, D.C., USA 
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proportional. Considering that thickness is proportional to mass, this can be written, with b a constant coefficient:
Inserting (3) and (4) into (2), and rearranging with two constants C s and M i max , leads to:
The source flow is a decreasing linear function of the third body mass M i .
The particle ejection process (Q s ↔M i )
On an elementary part of an infinitely long contact, the flow of ejected particles (with density ρ) through the side surface s, at speed u, writes:
When integrating, assuming either a constant or a parabolic profile of the ejection speed u over the thickness H of third body leads to:
, with c a constant.
Then, the wear flow is as an increasing linear function of the third body mass M i in the contact, with C w a characteristic ejection coefficient:
A new wear model, including the fate of the detached particle
As wear is the competition of the detachment and the ejection of the third body particles, we propose to superpose on the same graph the qualitative behaviour of Q s and Q w found previously, both of them function of M i . A particular state appears in which M i reaches a certain mass M i stab , corresponding to equilibrium between the source flow and the wear flow.
If M i is a little bigger than M i stab , there is more ejection of particles than production and M i decreases toward M i stab . On the contrary, if M i is a little smaller than M i stab , there is more detachment of particles than ejection and M i increases toward M i stab . The wear process posses a stable equilibrium point, where the mass of third body is constant and the source and wear flows are equal and constant.
This validates the numerical investigations [5] that lead to the same qualitative conclusions. Considering the mass equilibrium in the contact, M i stab and Q ∞ , that characterize the steady-state wear regime, write:
5. Repositioning of the classical wear laws The Archard's law, like majority laws that derived from it, focuses on the process of particle detachment and does not take into account the crucial lubricant role of the already detached particles.
Eq. (10) of our model represents a wear prediction where the detachment coefficient C s and the ejection coefficient C w act symmetrically. The Archard's law represents the limit case of this model when C w >> C s . In this case, the third body mass M i stays almost nil. Wear (represented by Q ∞ ) is essentially controlled by the degradation coefficient C s and the lubricant role of the third body is inexistent.
But other cases are not taken into account in the classical conception of wear. For example, when the ejection is very small, our model predicts that the detachment of particle will almost stop after the creation of a thick third body layer (M i →Mi max ), as already observed in numerical experiments (Fillot [7] , Popov [8] ). This very simple model has surely to be improved, and the model parameters have to be identified with physical parameters. But it represents a new basis to understand and design wear. 
